Pemenone and androstenone do not cross-adapt reciprocally.
Explorations of the qualitative and quantitative differences between the odors of pemenone (PEM), androstenone (AND) and isovaleric acid (IVA) show that they share a number of common perceptual characteristics. Among these are similarities in their odor quality and relative intensity ratings. PEM is also an efficient cross-adaptor and modulator of a subject's AND sensitivity. Here we evaluate the reciprocal efficacy of AND adaptation to alter the perceived intensity and quality of PEM, IVA and AND. Twenty-three people, including both those osmic and allosmic (n = 11) for the putrid odor quality of PEM, were tested. Following training in odor quality and intensity rating techniques, subjects sampled a selected substance for 2 min to obtain adaptation and then reported quality and intensity ratings for the three test stimuli. There was significant self-adaptation by PEM and IVA in all subjects, but self-adaptation by AND was only observed in the PEM-osmic subjects. AND did not cross-adapt PEM or IVA to any significant extent. Collectively, these results contrast with our earlier study in which PEM was an efficient cross-adaptor of AND. Here, AND was no more efficient than the control as an adapting substance for PEM, despite significant self-adaptation of PEM by itself. This lack of reciprocity in the effectiveness of PEM and AND as cross-adapters is not related to differences in odor intensity, as the PEM and AND concentrations were adjusted for each subject to elicit comparable intensity reports. These results support the notion that PEM, AND and IVA share certain perceptual characteristics, but interact differentially with three or more sets of perceptual channels that are now thought to result in a putrid odor quality.